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“ For my little girl.”
letter from her father who was in New though one or two regarded him with
A Noted Outlaw.
affection, respect and entire confidence; A Child W o rth H er ’W eight in Gold,
“ Why, I didn’t know j-ou had a York, saying that he was dying and suspicion, yet none stopped him.
on
the woman’s, devotion, self-sacri
Ah, m e! ah, me ! the dark, dark days,
child, Back.”
wanted her by his side. Little Dolly While he was in Hooker’s tent inquir THE EARS OF THE VICTIM TENDERED IN fice, and a constant regard for the well
When life seemed far too hard to bear ;
A few years ago a steamer was com
“ Well, the whole world dosen’tknow was at a friend’s house three miles back ing about the supplies of the .division
When dismal were its weary ways,
PAYMENT FOR DRINKS.
being of its object.
It partakes more ing from California. The cry of “ Fire !
it—th a t’s a fact. Coal up, H arry ; in the country. No time could be lost. an order came from Sherman to pre
And doubt was very near despair :
John Alfred Slade, the noted outlaw of the nature of the relationship of fire!” suddenly thrilled every heart
When foolish seethed by best-laid plans,
here’s the grade.”
She went with Conrad. Not until they pare two (lays’ rations and move where, and highwayman, used to wear a bead brother and sister, or, if the ages differ
Every effort was made to stay the
Impracticable, hopeless, v ain ;
The iron door was wrenched open, were beyond Philadelphia did she learn no one knew. But Hooker remarked
And.I was longing to let slip
ed and guadily-eovered buckskin suit much, of that of parent and child, flames, but in vain. It soon became
like the fiery, seething mouth of a mon from his own lips the dastardly rnse. that as tlie Third brigade was to move
The work th at since has brought me gain.
which cost $750.
Slade’s exploits are than any other affection. Those among evident that the ship must be lost. The
ster dragon, while the fireman plied his
“ The letter was a forgery. The first it must be to the southwest. This well remembered by all the old time ns who have happily realized tlie ideal burning mass was headed for shore,
The dark, dark days, when weeping skies
shovel.
hasty note of explanation she had left was all William could expect to gain, settlers in th'e West. At one time he friendship, think they have done so, which was not far off A passenger
And sobbing winds seemed but to be
The echo of that human woe
. All had ’transpired in less’ than ten for me was adroitly exchanged for the and so writing a letter to the agent of
It was seen buckling liis belt of gold
became involved in a difficulty with a may be permitted to rejoice in it.
Whose deeper meaiiing was in me ; seconds. As the glare lighted broadly one I had found—^another base forgery. the. sanitary commission was.of no fur
Frenchman named Jules, an Indian is a relationship which it seems a pity around his waist, ready to plunge into'
The days when Love irad proved untrue,
on the dark night, I saw on the bank She was now blasted in my sight, he ther use to him, as they might like a
An£L Friendship but a broken reed—
trader, who had spent the greater part to believe impossible, or even uncom the waves. Just then a pleading voice
of the traekside—saw as we speed like told her. Soon her name would be loyal man better, he respectfully re
A broken reed that pierced my heart, ?
of liis life among the Indians of the mon, and .is one which we can conceive arrested him :
And made it inly, dumbty bleed !
the wind—a female figure, who waved bandied in slanderous gossip. Had signed. The state of his health de plains.
of as being fruitful in beneficent re
“ Please, sir, can you swim ?”
a lantern briskly to and fro.
The dark and dreary days in which
she not better go with him and let his manded that he should go South, and
sults
to
both
men
and
women,
a
sweet
.Upon
the
establishment
of
the
over
A child’s blue eyes were piercing
The body would not serve the mind,
“ God bless her, Nat—that’s my devotion repay for the trick? She thinking that if he stayed with the
land line of coaches to California,Jules ener. of existence to many solitary into his deepest soul as he looked down
And prinful languors had the power
Dolly?” Then presently: “ I don’t spurned the wretch, and called on the Federal army he would never get any
My will in impotence to bind ;
was much incensed, as he claimed it hearts, who, from other adverse cir upon her.
know but I may as Well tell you about train conductor to protect- her, con further South, he had concluded to
When duty called me with strong voice,
“Yes, child, I can switn.”
was an innovation upon the rights of cumstances. incompatible ties, or other
And, heedless both of blame and praise,
it—though 1 don’t tell evreybody,mind tinuing her way to New York.
leave them behind. This letter was the Indians and the traders, and would causes, have failed to find much con - - “ Well, sir, won’t you please save
I answered her with fainting heart—
you. I ’ve only had my home here a
“ Here she found her father truly written in General Thomas’ tent, and bring too many whites upon the plains. fort in the more ordinary relationships me ?”
Oh, the long, aching, weary days I
few years—used to live near Point o’ dead. He had ruptured an artery in sent on by a special messenger detailed
He waged incessant war upon the over of life.
“I cannot do both,” he thought. I
But then, O soul, thou wert but one,
Rocks. As pretty a cottage it was, for excitement over a speculation >failure by the general himself.
But one in a groat company,
Men who have met with a real and must save the child and lose the gold.
land line, with the aid of Indians.and
a pretty wife, as any man need wish that cost him every dollar of his for
And each had had some days as dark
That night, after securing a pass to half-breeds, by running off stock and lasting disappointment in love—and But a moment ago J was anxious for
for,' You haven’t known me long, or tune. She was then without kindred, take supplies to General Blair’s division
• As any that had come to thee ;
committing other depredations, which there are fetich cases—either from death, this whole ship’s company; now I ailj
For into every life must fall
you’d have heard that I married a girl without money, and her few early of the A riny of the Tennessee, he se
were continued without restraint until treachery, or an unhappy marriage, are doubting whether I shall exchange hu
The solemn rain of human tears,
who expected to inherit handsomely. friends scattered and lost. She man cured a mule and a box of medicines
And over every life is hung
John Alfred Slade appeared upon the the most likely subjects of all others man life for, paltry gold.” Unbuckling
Hut I like you, Nat. No matter how aged to make her way back; but no and started for Marietta. He succeed
The somber clouds of drifting fears.
scene as a division agent from Fort to form a strong Platonic friendship the belt he cast it from him and said,
the
match came about. She was a very one could tell her where I was. She ed, after a great deal of - difficulty, in
%But not in laughter and in song
Kearney west. This man was a refugee for anj- kindly, sympathetic woman “ Yes, little girl, I will try and say you.”
beautiful prize for a rough man like I found Conrad’s forgery, with my- bitter getting permission to cross the main
Was I tlie noblest lesson ta u g h t:
from
justice, having killed a man in his with whom thej- may be brought into Stooping down he bade her clasp her
’Twas in the struggle of dark hours
am. I won her away from a chap who curse on the back of it. I t must have line, but with the skirmish line pickets
Indeed it is almost certain hands around his neck. “ Thus, child ;
native
county of Clinton, 111. Soon contact.
My soul to highest aims was wrought..
was better off, better-looking than I. driven her insane.
and videttes he had more difficulty. after taking charge of the division, that they will do so, as it is scarcely not so tight as to choke me. There,
Then Faith, Endurance, Patience, Hope,
His name was Corrol Conard. I was
“God ment that I should know these They first positively refused him per Slade became the terror of the road, possible for ary one to live without at hang on now, and I will try to make
Came near, and made me strorig for strife ;
never a jealous man ; I did not even truths before she died. In her wander mission to pass,, and he rode for a mile,
And thus the storm of life's dark hours
and his bold and reckless daring least one close friend; and the heart land.”
Brought me the harvest-titne of life.
request my wife to give up his ac ing search for me she had come almost trying one after another along the line
The child bowed herself on his broad
involved him in numerous quarrels may be too dead for a second trial of
— Harpers Bazar. quaintance. So I thought nothing of
to my very door unknowingly. Right before he found a way through, and with stock thieves and others. His the closest passion of all, or there may shoulders, and clung to her deliverer.
it when, sometimes when I returned there she had resolved to die—to die succeeded only because he found an
quick aim and steady nerve sent many be obstacles in the way of indulging it. With a heart thrice strengthened and
ENGINE NO. i.
from a trip., she would say :
by throwing herself under the St.Louis idiotic fellow who dicl not know his a desparado to a bloody grave ; in fact, On the other hand, those who are call an arm thrice, nerved, he struck out for
' ‘Buck, dear, Carrol has been here night express. Consumption did its duty. Then came the skirmish line.
Wave after wave washed over
he sought quaf rels, and,, to' use the par ed “disappointed women” are not such shore.
A reporter, you know, never allows to see me.’
work soon, aided by that night’s ex Leaving his mule and walking deliber
Being generally them. Still tlie brave man held out,
lance of the times, “always got his promising subjects.
“ But one night, Nat, there came a posure. I laid her in her grave, Nat, ately up to a picket he inquired where
a chance to slip wherein information is
man.” A deadly feud existed between too faithful to a love or a memory to and the dear child on, until a mighty'
blow to me that well nigh drove me and my heart with her.
to be fairly gained.
the man was who was hurt, as he came Jules and Slade, and the former re care for any new tie, they solace them mountain billow swept the sweet treas
W e i burly-framed and large-hearted mad— Wait a minute. Blow for the
“T in t was five years ago. I went to take care of him. The picket said solved on his (Slade’s) death. Know selves with their remaining domestic ure from liis embrace, and cast him
Buck Smith, engineer of No. 1 , offered relay, Harry.”
back on the road and got engine No. 1 . that he had not heard o f anybody who
ing that on a certain day Slade would connections, or with the love of chil senseless on the black rocks. Kind
Thrice, four times, shrieked the Dolly is a big girl now. And every had been injured, and asked William
me a ride in his “ cab,” you may de
hands ministered to him. Recovering
■come down the road upon the overland dren.
pend—to use the slang phrase—“ I prompt whistle, and presently the train time I run this train out you’ll find her if he had any whisky. Telling him he
There are, however, women free in his consciousness, the form of the dear
coach,
Jules
laid
for
him
at
the
station,
was there.”
came to a halt. Not for long. There by the track with a lantern—rain, snow he had, William sat down on tlie box
and as the former alighted from the heart who are specially capable of Pla- child met his earnest gaze, bending
Smith was a popular fellow. But was a bang on the little gong over my or starlight, Nat—waiting to "hear me and proceeded to divide it. Acting at
coach, fired upon him with his gun, tquic attachments. Some women from overJpm with more than angel minis
his extreme quietness of' disposition head that startled me.
blow, and to see that there’s nobody a favorable moment, William caught both barrels of which took effect, and the .tope of their mind, or from the trations, and blessing him with mute
Again we steamed onward. No On tlie rails. And s^e dips the lantern hold of the soldier’s gun as it rested
was remarked by every one, ami there
as his enemy lay W rithing upon the bat>it of hourly and daily intercourse but eloquent benedictions.
was ail ever-present, unmistakable ex more stops until we reached Washing for a kiss, you know.
oil the ground and wrenched it from earth, poured tlie contents of liis dra with the beloved male members of
pression of sadness in his handsome ton ; no mope interruptions except that
T h e F am ily Doctor.
“ Engineers, like sailors, have some the astonished soldier’s grasp.
goon pistol into his body. Then mount their own family, grow to like the char
eyes, withal his glance was as .keen as thesignal would blow for curves and little superstition; and sometimes when
Tiien threatening to shoot him if he ing his horse, Jules rode into, the acters, conversation, and companion
an eagle’s when on the run and “ look roads. I was almost breathlessly still, I pass the spot where I snatched my
I t is said that one of tlie most effec
made any noise so, that the picket a mountains, fearing the vengehance of ship of men better than they do those
ing out ahead.” He was running the- watching Buck, who, it seemed to me, unhappy wife from a horrible death, I
tive
remedies for frost bites is to rub
short distance away could hear, Wil Slade’s friends. Strange and unac of their own sex; and they therefore
St. Louis night express that backs into had not moved a muscle or turned an feel a shudder go tbtough me, as if I ’d
the
affected
part, after the frost has
liam bade him be seated and started up countable as it may seem, Slade was form attachments for, or at least are
\\ ashington before heading Westward. eye from his “lookout” since he kissed actually struck somebody with the
been
extracted
by the application of
for the mountain. As might be expect found to be alive and was carried into strongly attracted by, men of their ac
the talismanie rings.
I was going as far as the capital.
catcher. ”
water,
with
a
paste made of eqiiat
ed the disarmed picket set up a howl the station, and though lingering upon quaintance, wdiom they know well, and
I clambered, slyly and unseen into
“I found the cottage darkened,”- he
parts.of
lard
and
gunpowder.
Not another word from Buck during as soon as William was out of sight.
the point of death for months, he re who may chance to be congenial spir
the “cab,’’and was instantly alert for resumed, abruptly, after we had rum the remainder of the ride. ' At the
A
celebrated
physician
in London
The other sentinels began to fire after covered from hii wounds, and laid his its.
And this may be- so without a
evrything, though careful to keep my bled across the viaduct. “There was Washington depot we parted with a
says
that
coughing
may
be
prevented
him, and one Minnie ball passed plans for the capture of his enem.y,who thought of love, especially if love is
self out of the way.
no light to welcome me, like there had hearty good-bve.
by
pressing
on
the
nerves
of
the lips
through his arm near the elbow, and was finally hunted down to Bovey’s not offered to them.
Men who are
Promptly at 7:30 the gong shun led. always been, and—and Nat, my wife
A few years later, quite by accident, another clipped his ear. The Confeder station. The names of the captors of disappointed in their wives, so far as in the neighborhood of the nose, by
There was a hissing of steam, a con was gone. I found On the parlor table while at C—— station on reportorial
ate pickets, hearing the discharge, I Jules were Nelson Vaughn, John Fry intellect goes, often seek mental com pressing in the neighborhood of the
tinuous, doleful clanging of the bell, a note that first set my blood on fire, business, Lheard that good old Buck
thought it must be ati .advance, and be | and another man, who is now a resi- panionship elsewhere, and generally ear and by pressing very bal'd an th e
putt'! puff! and 'out. of the glare of C and then turned my heart to stone. was dead. His (laughter, Dolly, had
gan firing from their side. This was j dent of Montana1. Those three persons choose a woman for such. This is, top of the mouth.
------station we glided - into darkness— As near as I can remember, it was married, and was living snugly among
A sure cure for chapped hands is
an unfortunate: elrcunjstanc.es for Wil having secured Jules, sent a messenger however, one of the dangerous cases;
darkness pitchy, and wet with falling something like this:
something
greatly to.be desired- Try
tire green hills of Anacostia, D. C.
liam, for when he shouted to his own : for Slade, and the two bloody men met arid the woman choosen must indeed
snow.
“ Biic-k, dear, forgive me. My life
this:
Wet
your hands in warm water,
lines they took the dfrection from , again face to face; this time, how be so exceptional as to be an almost
In B oth Camps.
Grim, stern, rigid as a statue stood hag been so lonesome since marrying
then
rub
them
all over with Indian
impossible
character.
which the voice came and sent the bul ever, Slade had the drop, being heav
Buck. I fell t >wondering whether an you, and the temptation so great that
meal; do this twice, then in the water
lets the faster. Finally, hearing the ily armed and with tlie three armed
engineer’s arm never grew tired, when I have consented to go with Carrol I T1IE ADVENTURES OE A CONFEDERATE SPY
Pearls of Thought.
used to wash off the meal put a teaUnion pickets nearing, he saw his only captors of Jules at his hack. Well
— a story - o f s h e r m a n ’s m a r c h .
I knew that his trusty hand did not am not all wicked; I could’t help it;
spoonful
of pure glycerine. " If it is
chance was to make a dash for it. And knowing his doom was sealed, Jules
dare once to be removed from that forgive me. %
That gilt made black with deeeit and not pure it will irritate the «kin.
He had always lived on a farm near shouting, “I ’m a deserter, I surrender,” j
stood up and demanded half a chance
small lever on a route of hundreds of
“ I thought it all over as a dream the Chattahooche river, and knew all
Old residents of malarial districts
he ran toward the Confederate line. for his life. “ You gave me no show,” falsehood must reap as it sowed.
miles, while scores of human bengi Nat. Poor little thing ; she didn’t see the country around Kenesaw mountain
will
tell you to keep out of the sun at
No
one
to
whom
it
is
a
miesry
to
be
Volley after volley rang in his ears, the retorted Slade, “ but take this and d(■slept tranquilly in the ears behind him much'of me for love-making, that's a s > well that he could go to any place
midday
and from the morning and alone
has
a
well
regulated
mind
and
smoke was suffocating him but he fond yourself,” handing the French
—slept, and few, indeed, had thought fact. Then some sort of a' demon | tor n il's alone in the darkest night.
evening
air,
and in the latter ease it is
heart.
rushed on after the fiffst charge un- man a pistol which lie knew well would
to offer a prayer for the brave, resolute caused me to write on the back of the ] General Hood was greatly perplexed
believed
that
the dews, which con
A true and faithful friend is a living
harm id him, until, as he was passing not revolve—and the next instant sent
m n oh whose neive their very 1 ves note a horrible curse on the pair, and I after his" defeat in the first battle of
dense
the
poison
so as to prevent its
the second picket, about a dozen sol a ball through the forehead of J u ’es treasure, a comfort in solitude and a
depended.
pmned it to the table-top with my j Kenesaw mountain, and believing that
dissemination
through
the atmosphere,
sanctuary,
in
distress.
diers of the relief drew up in front of near the top of the skull, who reeled
To my surprise, with the increase of penknife.”
increase the risk of infection.
It is
General Sherman would make a move him.
and fell. Slade and liis party then re
Speak always according to your con. considered particularly dangerous to
speed there seemed to be less noise in
“Turning aronnd, I foutid little ; down, the railroad or down Lost moun
As it was not so dark but'that his tired to the next room to take a drink, science, but let it be done in terms of be exposed to the poison with an empty
the‘'cab.” And it was just as I began Dolly standing in the doorway, crying, j tain, it was of the greatest importance
form
could be plainly seen, the corpo but upon returning found that the pros good nature, civility and good man stomach, and personal susceptibility is
to realize this.that the incident occur ed She had been looking everywhere i i to know which. So he sent for William
ral
exclaimed
: “Ready 1 We take no trated Frenchman was gone. Horses ners.
which I now relate to you.
vain for mamma. At least this treasure and asked him about the country
also greatly increased by intemper
prisoners
to-night.
Fire !” Down went were mounted and the country scoured
We had passed Winaiis. I knew was left to me. All, Nat, it was this around, and he offered him $500 in gold
It is a great blunder in the pursuit ance, fatigue, sudden changes of tem
there was iio road to signal fo r; but precious charge that savctl me from to visit the camp of the Fédérais and William in an instant with seven balls to no effect; but upon returning to the of happiness not to know -when we perature, mental depression, exhaus
in his right leg and hip. Almost be station the wounded Jnles was found
Buck suddenlv exclamcd:
going straight to the dogs.
■report what was gone on.
have got i t ; that is, not to be content tion or any cause which reduces the
side himself with rage at this reception in an outhouse covered up with hay.
Blow, H arry; 1”
“ I closed the cottage, resigned from
with a reasonable and possible meas general vigor. The poison is believed
William well knew that it was cer
The fireman pulled the cord, and out my, engine, and brought Dolly .off here tain death to be discovered, and after by a part of liis own brigade, he raised He was led out and shot through the ure of.it.
to enter the system through the lungs
in the night shrieked a peculiar wh’sile, to live. I ’d saved a littje. sum. A reluctantly accepting the offer, he made his gun from the ground and discharg mouth, ifhd again at the base of the
or
the stomach, and lienee the precau
The great art of conversation con
right ear, which finished the job.
unlike any I had ever herd.
year went by. Then came -another a deposition of his property by will, ed it full in the face of the coporal,
tion
in regard to the air and food. The
sists in not wounding or humiliating
At the same time Harry, the young eventful night—a night as sad to me half expecting never to come Back. killing him instantly. At this discharge Vaughn cut off the ears of the dead
disease
is not contagious, and no dan
any one, of speaking only of tilings
fireman, glanced at me strangely and as ever human being knew. , The wind Claiming to be a refugee, and one of the squad fled, the picket went in, and man and gave one to Slade, reserving
ger
need
he apprehended'on that score
The two worthies then we know, in conversing with others
shook his head. I looked instinctively howled fast. Dolly came running to the original Union men of Georgia, he the works all along the mountain began the other.
came to Denver with these bloody only on subjects which may interest
Influence of Love.
toward Buck Smith, and what I saw me, crying loudly:
got through the lines without difficulty, to shell the woods, while the garrison
them.
trophies
in
their
pockets
and
wore
werecalled
to
arms
by
the
long
roll.
made my reporter’s heart jump. There
“ Papa—oh,
papa—there’s some and was- sent by the United States
Love and appreciation are to woman
There are two way« of being happy.
was a mystery enacting in the cab of body lying on the track. I t ’s a woman. quartermaster to Chattanooga. There All night he lay there bleeding, stiff' them at the different bars on a pro
longed
spree,
in
slapping
them
on
the
and
cold,
until
they
came
to
replace
what
dew and sunshine are to a flower,,
We
may
either
diminish
our
wants
or
1
.
engine No.
I can’t pull her off; and the St. Louis he changed his dress, shawed off his
counter as a tender for payment of augment our means. The result is the They refresh and brigiiten her whole
the
pickets
and
found
him.
He
was
The firm hand was still tight on the express is coming.’
whiskers and cut his hair short, and
drinks.— Colorado Gazette.
They enable her to cheer her
same ; and it is for each man to deeide life.
lever, the stern, sad eye« still fixed un
“Nfft,‘I reached the track, I think, at applied to the sanitary commission for carried into General Hood’s headquar
ters,
there
told
liis
story,
had
his
for himself and to do,that which may husband,- when the cares of life press
swervingly ahead; but I saw on one two big leaps. Hi another moment had employment. He claimed to come from
Platonic Friendship.
heavily upon him, and to be a very
happen to be the easier.
cheek a single, shining, rolling tear.
grasped np a female who was half bur the country, and telling a cheap tale, wounds dressed, and the day Kenesaw
providence to her children. To know
was
evacuated
lie
dined
at
his
old
cabin
He was bending forward slightly. ied in the snow ; and just in time, for he was hired.
At his own request he
To be beautiful we must put a great
A pure Platonie friendship is a close
that
her husband loves her, and is
on
the
Chattahoochee.—
(Jhicayo
Times
His rough shirt was open at the front, this same engine—No. 1—went whiz was sent to the'front to aid in the dis
and constant attachment between two organizing and ennobling purpose into proud of her, and believes in her; that
where, suspended by a leather string, zing past. When I had laid her on the tribution of supplies. Thus situated
the will, and concentrate our thought
Ignorance is'one of those infirmities persons of opposite sexes, into which,
even her faults are looked upon with
were two rings—one a plain gold band, lounge I—Nat, it was my little, lost he could do anything he wished, and
and affection upon it until enthusiasm
from
beginning
to
end,
nothing
of
the
that
are
insensible;
and
though
it
be
tenderness;
that her face, to one, at
the other set with a beautiful, gleaming wife! - What a coming back! Oil, how lie at once set about getting informa
passion of love has ever entered, and wells up in tlie heart, suffuses the coun least, is the fairest in all the world;
ever
so
desperately
sick,
feels
no
pain
diamond. These rings were pressed different she looked! I saw death in tion. He visited General McPherson’s
in which neither of the parties lias ever tenance and rebuilds the body on its and tli# heart, which to her is the great
or want of health.
to his lips.
her delicate face and form—always headquarters, at the right of the Mari
contemplated marriage as the result of own divine plan.
est and noblest, holds her sacred in its
I t is against human nature to believe their friendship.
“Buck’s a praying,” said the fireman delicate, as I said before. She opened etta road.
It is, we mnst con
Every young man should under inmost recesses above all woman, gives
close to my ear.
any
people
will
persist
in
wrong
and
her eyes and called out in a voice that
After learning from McPherson that
fess, a connection so rare, «even among stand that he should not care a button her strength, and courage, and sweet
Then Buck, as he carefully hid away seems to dwell in my ears now :
no more supplies had better be accmu- cruelty if they ate permitted to enjoy men and •women of exceptional charac for liis likes and dislikes, but should do
ness, and vivacity, which all the wealth
the rings:
“Buck—oil, Buck, dear 1is it you at lated at Big Shanty, as-the armies were their natural rights.
ters, and under exceptional circum wliat ought to be done, in spite of any of the world could not bestow. Let a
“Hear that toot, Nat?”
last ?,
soon to move, he started for Sherman’s
Men may often stoop to folly- or even stances, as almost to jnstify the pre disagreeableness. The lesson of self- woman’s life he pervaded with such an
“ Yes.”
“Then, as I stood dumb and trem headquarters. His credentials as an crime with impunity, if they possess vailing skepticism as to its. possibility. sacrifice is far beyond any other in im influence, and her heart and mind will
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I t is a hard matter to please strong shall make will be presented in the
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aspect of the plains, and finds it hard a Dallas lawyer, made a public wedding
will see it.
come th e disease and restore healthy action.
a few exceptions. We find them to be, to believe that the application of that on taking a mulatto for a wife, and in
■ o r lin c
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as a rule, men of intelligence and good beneficent agent, water, can make every consequence is now in jail awaiting
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The next thing he knows he will be
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“read out of the party,” and away with
honest motives and solid principles, in here. If we expect the spots here and The trunk af a shattered tree is repro
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irrigation, there is nothing to be seen
equal importance.
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noses after election.
We believe in giving men as well as but sand, dry buffalo-grass, sage brush, peeps a squirrel, and on a branch sits
and prairie dogs. But it is wonderful
different Philadelphia Sunday papers will
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wart bars. When No. 3 is taken down terests.
Hurbert H. Bancroft, the historian
HENRY YOSf,
During different periods in our na where no water is” of the Psalmist. A
jumping will commence, and when the
stream of water here is worth more of the Pacific coast, expects to prepare News Agent,
Collcgevitle.
bottom rail drops clear the track for tion’s history, vital principles were than a dozen silver mines. They say thirty volumes of coast history before
a wholesale stampede.
Those who held at stake and the success of one irrigation is simply scientific farming. he drops his pen. Mr. Bancroft is, A U D ITO R ’S NOTICE.
can’t get through the bars, in time to party was absolutely necessary in sus The tiller of the soil here is a chemist very wealthy, having made his money
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suit their purposes, will skip around taining and indoctrinatin g those vital whose laboratory is a certain area of in the mercantile buisness in San Fran In the Orphans’ Court of Montgomery County.
The B-st Cigar* aid Tobacco,
land; cvrything but the water is at cisco, whither he went from Ohio in Estates of Henry Cresinger and Mary Cresmger
the crowd, run, take a jump, and clear principles into our body politic.
of Upper Providence .township Montgomery
hand—the bright sun, the potash, and 1852. His private library cost him late
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This is simply a period of revolution other mineral ingredients, not washed more than $500,000.
the fence, rails and’all—and yell : “We
The undersigned Auditor appointed by said
Court to make distribution of the balance re
were the first to come over.” Of course in party management, so far as the Re out of the soil by centuries of rain.
A boy foiled two burglars at Johns
in the hands of Frank M. Hobson For all kinds of wear has been judiciously selected, and will be disposed of at
they will. A well trained politician publican party is concerned, and it re The climate secures him always from an ton, R. I. They had stolen $1,500 in maining
Executor of said estates hereby gives notice that
bottom figures. Repairing done. Goods delivered free. Patronage \
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irrigating canal, and with it he intro
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T h e extent to which tlie.public lands
Honest motives, and pure convictions duces, without labor, the most valuable took the one with the swag. Then he attend.
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continue to be taken up is indicated by in reference to all matters of public and fertilizing ingredients, with which the boldly aimed his umbrella, and cried:
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the statistics of the Land Office, which private importance, including politics, water in its course through the moun “Drop it, or I ’ll shoot.” It was too
dark to tell an umbrella from a gun,
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The defeat of the Republican party thoroughly satisfied of the beauties of
Scandal followed the Rev. Dr. Hoff
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This is the way we observe the Inde largely devoted to grazing—both cattle
Judge Thomas W. Merriwether lives Send for circular., .
posal of public lands, a great many pendent movement, in general.
and sheep being included in tl^e indus in Newton county, Ga., and his near
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Independence in Politics.
Upper Providence Square Pa.,
an important and growing industry, ters of Bishop Andrew. Their wives
sirable regions are left, there may be
In these days when political obliga which is doing much for the prosperity died and they then married two other
inquiries whether there is any better tions seem to rest very lightly on the of this region. There is, to be sure, sisters, also daughters o f a bishop—
P. O. Address, Phcenixville, Penn’a.
Upper Providence Square, Montg. Cb.
method of using and disposing of them shoulders of the members of one politi something exciting, and in a sense ro Bishop Price; ’ These wives died, and
[Successor to Jos. G. Gotwals]
cal party, it may not be out of place to mantic, about the steer and his breed they then'hiarri'ed a third pair of sis
than the one that now exists.
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district, in accepting the nomination pression “ I am an independent” seems horse and throwing his lasso at full these last sisters they are living
gallop, as feeling himself a sort of happily.
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the stock and variety of Notions, you
Hosiery outside of Philadelphia. Stock
must
call, see for yourself and be con
° sOx f?
If 50,000 or a 100,000 voters take it pointed by County Committees, with and cattle stand and trample so long shot, as if both barrels of a doubleings from 5 cents up. Stockings that
3O
? &
vinced. Silk Handkerchiefs from 85
B
the consent and approval of their con in the water that the dainty sheep will
were sold at 15 to 20 cents per pair are
f
cents to $1.25. White handkerchiefs, 6
in their heads to revolutionize, and per stituents ; unanimously nominates an not drink. On the other hand, cattle barreled shot-gun had been discharged
selling a t 10 cents. We can supply you
for 25. Full stock of Ladies’ and Gent’s
*>-A '»’©
© f&
at
him
at
short
range.
I
t
is
supposed
•Q
with any variety op specialty that you
haps temporarily disthrone a political honest man a Christian gentleman, a do not like sheep, and refuse to herd the assassins shot him from the window
neckwear. Please remember us when
£
ÿ i
may desire, so give us a call.
in need.
party in this or any other statq, what model of good conduct and morality, a where they have been, for one reason while he was sitting at a table writting. ? Ü
r
I■
maimed soldier for the office of Gover that they gnaw the grass so close there The safe was unlocked and the assas
of it?
Remember that our Stock of Crockery and Queensware is
. B
p"2
3
the largest in this section of the county. ' Any
ft
Is it right or wrong to urge, sustain, nor, enthuses over him, congratulates is nothing left. I t is a clear case of sins had carried off several thousand
thing that you may desire we can supply
him, goes home gets new inspiration, “incompatibility of temperament,” and dollars in currency, gold and bonds'"
you with at bottom figures..
«
and advance reformatory measures in new spirits, and says the machine did a seperation» has generally to be
The exact amount is not known. There
3
**
politics—regardless of party afflilia- it, the machine—the boss ruled him at effected.
p
We extend our heartiest thanks to the publie for the liberal patronage that we have
9
is no clue to the murderers.
*0 *0
received in the past, and seek the present method of extending an invitation to all, old
tions? Men who endeavor to cast their Harrisburg, but now the fetters are re
Of the profits of sheep raising as
U 3
customers and new, to further favor us with their patronage.
0 9
|Cjgf°No family Dyes were ever so
vote and influence in favor of honest moved,—lo ! he is an independent, and carried on this reigon, and the methods
he
calls
this
political
honor.
popular
as
the
Diamond
Dyes.
They
and
life
of
the
herder,
I
shall
not
have
government, just administration of
00 ç>
0
t
-n r \
Rahn Station Pa.,
Again, the Independent in politics space to tell you in this letter. My never fail. The Black is far superior
H
Iron Bridge P. O.
office, who desire thé expressed senti goes to the same convention, also joins next will be devoted to that subject, to logwood, The other colors are brill
ment of the masses to govern political in this unanimous nomination, enthuses, and then after a glance at the town of iant,
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Providence independent.

CARPETS! CARPETS! CARPETS!

Window Shades! Window Shades!
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Beautiful Walnut and Ash Chamber Suits,
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Spe, Ran 81, a i Hair-Cloth, Parlor Suits,—New Desips.

TAPESTRY, INRAIN, RAG, HEMP,
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M A T T R E S S E S

GEO. OZIAS, Jr., Trappe, Pa.
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DRUG and PBESCRIPTON STORE!
DIARRHOEA

MIXTURE.

(M m Powflfir, for Gaps, Hoops and Gtolsra,

F ltE S H

G -R O C E R IE S !

C A N N E D F R U I T , D R I E D F R U I T , &C.

Syrnps ar.d Sugars, Frssh and pure.

B O O T S -AltTIO S H O E S ;

Trapp e Hotel,::

C O R N E R

ST O R E ,

Dry Goods and Notions.

PATENTS,

Harness Emporium,

JOHN G. DITWILER Proprietor.

JO S . G . G O T W A L S ,

U rge STOCK of GOODS

GROCERIES:

Clothes and Cassimers:

John &. Detwiler.

IM P L E M E N T S :

D R Y GOODS.

Boots & Shoes

Calicoes :

STOCKINGS ¡¡M HOSIERY:
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Stock Sales.
Mr. Allebach disposed o f a car-load
of fresh cows at Perkiomen Bridge, at
T hursday, October 12, 1882.
public sale, on Monday- afternoon, re
alizing an average of $56.' He will
TERMS:—§1.23 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
sell another car-load at the same place
on Monday morning next at 10 o’clock.
This paper has a larger Circulation
W. C. Foresman will sell a fine lot
in this section o f the county than any of cows at Frederick’s hotel, this place,
other paper published, As an advert this (Thursday) morning at 9^ o’clock.
Using medium the “ Independent” ranks
The farmers have nearly finished
among the most desirable papers, having cutting corn in this section. The task
a Ifirge and steadily .increasing circula this season has been a difficult and try
tion in various localities throughout the ing one on account of so many of the
stalks having strayed from the per
county.
pendicular.
I f is the aim o f the editor and publishep-lo make the “ Independent” one o f Correspondence.
Sabbath Breaking.
the best local and general newspapers
The
citizens
of portions of the Skipin the comity, or anywhere else, and to
pack
Talley-,
and
in Lower
this end ice invite correspondence from Providence, witnessvicinity,
almost every Sun
every, section.
day a flagrant, violation of the Sunday
laws by a number of boys and men
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
who engage in fishing and shooting
* We publish the following schedule gratuitously every- Sunday- they can lie seen loiter
for tile convenience of our readers.
ing along the Skippack with guns, pis
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as tols and fishing rods, disturbing the
follows:
quiet peace of those who feel that the
F O R P I II l.A O i2 I.P H I A. A N D P O IN T S S O U T H .
Milk......................................................... 6.24 a. m. Sabbath is a day of rest and a day for
Accommodation..................................... 8.25 a. m. the Worship of God. We hope the
M ark et.:........................... 5................. 1.25p. m. parents of these-boys will in the future
A c c o m o d a t i o n ......................................... 4.45 p. m .
either keep them at home or send them
F O R A 1.1. E X T O W N A N D P O IN T S N O R T H A N D W E S T .
where they might learn to practice
Mail................ .'..........*.......................... 7-44 a. m.
, S k ii -pack .
. Accomodation . .......................................8.14 a. m. good instead of evil.

Providence Independent,

M arket...............f.................................... 8.13 p. m.
Accommodation!................................... 6.38 p. m.
SU N D A Y S— S O U T H .

Miik..: ......................................... 6.24 a. m.

Accomodation.................... -.................. 5.12 p. m.
NORTH.

Accommodation..................................... 8.35 a. m.
M ilk... . . .
..................................... 6.06 p. m.

The four-year old daughter of Mrs.
Jacob Hartenstein, was scalded to death
in Pottstown, Thursday morning, by
her mother accidentally upsetting a
boiler of hot water upon her.
The house, lot' and shoemaker’s shop,
estate of Jonas Kratz, dec’d, near this
place, were offered at public sale on
Thursday last, bid to $2,550 and with
drawn .1...
Henry Ashenfelter. of Phoenixville,.
one of the old republican war-horses
bps determined to sever/his connections
with that party on account of Cameronism, and intends* to vote the Inde
pendent ticket. ‘ 'Another convert.
The recent experiment on the Penn
sylvania Railroad of lighting cars by
<de&uCit\y was entirely successful, and
the indications are that this means of
-illumination will shortly be adopted in
the night passenger trains between, Phil
adelphia and New York.
Tqe Independent County Committee
rvi If hold a; meeting in Norristown next
Saturday afternoon, the 14th inst, at 2
o ’clock. Districts having no commit
teemen will hold primary meetings and
cieet One of their number to. repfsent
—’"'their district,
- ■
s
-Dun’s Mercantile Agency reports 4,898 failures with $(59,528,813 liabilities
the first nine months of 1882, against
3,890 failures, $51,059,010 liabilities
sa me time last yea r. Most of the ex
cess occurred in the earlier months of
the year, and they'describe the business
prosperity for the closing months of
the year as generally good.
Rev. F. S. Dietrich, of Albany town
ship,’ Berks county, an 1880 graduate
o f Ursinus College, was on Tuesday
evening last week, in Trinity Lutheran
Church, Reading, invested wittvHhe.
office of missionary, preparatory to go
ing to his new field of labors, Ilajahinundry, British India.
A Prohibition meeting will be held
in Masonic Hall, tills place, to-morrow
(Friday) evening for the purpose of
discussing the question of Prohibiting
the sale of liquor by Constitutional
amendment. Addresses will be made'
by Rev. J. G. McAskieandlsaac Chism,
Esq., of Norristown. There will no
doubt be a good attendance.
■ Another terrible accident resulting
from jumping on cars happened at
Perkiomen Junctiofi on Tuesday, last
week. A twelve-year old son of Joseph
Hall, of Port Providence, in returning
from school attempted to jump on a
moving coal train. He slipped and fell
under the wheels! One of his feet were
entirely cut off and the othqr horribly
crushed-from the effects of which he
died.
The Executive Committee of the
Constitutional Prohibition Amendment
Association of this county have ad
dressed a letter to the candidates for
the Legislature of both parties asking
whether they’ will or will not sustain, if
elected, a prohibitory amendment
to the Constitution by submitting
the same to the voice of the people.
The responses from the different candi
dates are to be published—when re
ceived.
; Churches can do as much to make
full congregations as ministers. They
can do it in a dozen ways ; and nothing
is more unreasonable than to leave all
the “drawing” to the men who stand
m the pulpit. The “ How do' you do ?”
the “ Glad to see you,” the “ Come
again,” and the • “ Always welcome”
turn of mind on the part of the people
, ® ^ ' n the pews has magical power
in filling up the congregation.
Never in the memory of living man
fias the country in this latitude, and at
this season of the year, looked more
beautiful than now. A second spring
time, with its greenery of sward and
its glory of flowers, has given almost
AOgMsh freshness to the landscape.
During the day the aslant September
mm warms, with healthy glow the frostyair and paints graceful shadows upon
the earth, whilst m the long, clear twilight, tints of crimson and amber make
the sky look like a threshold of fairy
land. The lovliness of youth belongs
to the spring, and sweet is it to have
one s cheek kissed by its balmy breezes,
but the mature green-leaf splendors of
autumn easily make it the most charm
ing period of the year,

At a special meeting of the Board of
Managers of the Royersford Bridge
Company held recently, resolutions of
respect were passed to the memory- of
Hon. John Dismant one of the charter
members of the organization.
Isaac Liuderman was recently elected
Superintendent of the Perkiomen and
Reading Turnpike, over the section
reaching from Perkiomen Bridge to
Pottstown! The services of Wm. D.
Hunsicker, former Superintendent were
rather unceremoniously dispensed with
—so we hear.
A horse belonging to Andrew Buehnan, of Chester county-, was recently
strangled to death by a rope halter.
The horse had been tied to a tree near
the railroad, and a passing train fright
ened it, causing it to rear and plunge
about until it had the halter drawn so
tightly that its wind-pipe was closed.
There is a lively- contest at present
for the position of gate-keeper No. 1,
on the Perkiomen and Reading turn
pike. The present efficient manager of
the interests of gate No. 1, Mr. Chas.
Essiek, intends to relinquish the post
in the near future, hence the conflict of
applicants.

There are two sides to most all ques
tions in dispute. Never make up your
mind until you hear both. However,
if the question at issue does not di rect
Gabriel Kohn, a respected and enter ly or indirectly interest yon, better
prising citizen of Norristown, died at say nothing about it, and y-ou may
that piace on Thursday last^,. He was thus avoid injuring.y-our neighbor.
born in Germany and settled at SiunneyOur good and aimable friend, F. G.
town about 1833. He removed to Hobson
and J. W. Bickelf Esq.,
Norristown in 1836 and carried on the pleasant Esq.,
and
courteous,
practicing at
business of a carpenter, having learned
the trade at -Sumneytown. Bv enter torneys at the Norristown bar, have
prise and ''shrewd business tact he ac removed to the commodious office in
second story of Albertson’s bank
cumulated a large fortune. • The de the
building,
corner - of Main and Swede
ceased was about 76 years of age and streets, Norristown.
leaves a family.

The dwelling of Mr. Frank Peter
man, in Limerick township, was enter
ed by a thief, a few days ago, while the
family were temporarily absent, and
$300 stolen;
The money belonged to
Mr. Peterman’s sister and her children.
About one year ago an attempt was
made to steal one of his horses. The
thief had already- led tlie animal from
the stable, but wA disturbed l»y the
approach of Mr. Peterman’s son who
4vhs'returning home latli. at night. .

Rev. N. B. Grubb, editor and pro
prietor of the Schwenksville Item, has
accepted a call to a Menonite church in
Philadelphia. We trust brother'Grubb
will meet with success in administering
to the pastoral wants of the congre
gation.

Harry H. Specht, aged 22 years, son
of Henry Spteeht, Pottsgrove town
ship, died in Philadelphia on Monday,
last w e e k , of typhoid fever. .The
young man had been ill but a few days.
At the final' hearing on Saturday A few days previous he attended the
last of Dr. T. L. Pratt, of Norristown, funeral of a younger brother, and was
I»efore ’Squire Beerer, in which he i« well and hearty.
charged ly-'Tlios. Gregor, of Philadel
The new bridgé over the Skippack
phia, with criminally' using a surgical creek, near its confluence with the
instrument on the person of Mrs. Eliz Perkiomen, is already under way, one
abeth D. Gregor, his wife.
District pier being finished and another ap
Attorney Wanger stated that from the proaching completion. It is stated
testimony adduced at a former hearing that, the reent freshet proves that the
he was satisfied that a prima facie” case bridge, as drafted ' and contracted for,
had been made out, and demanded that will be too low.
the accused lie held to answer, He
Economy- Lodge, No. 397, L O. 0. F.
was in consequence placed under bail
ill the sum of $ 1000. v ' z; . . 1; ' which m eets,at. Evansburg, have elect
ed the following officers •to serve for
The third anniial^anclregular monthly the ensuing term : N. G., John Brierly ;
meeting of the Trustees of the Hospi V. G.. Alliert Heisof; Secretary, Jacob
tal for the1Insane of the Eastern Dis- TVticksess; A. See., R. C raft; Treas
triet of Pennsylvania was held in the urer, John Fronefield; Represenative,
administration building at Norristown, David Trucksess, Sen.; Trustees, John
on Friday. The whole number of pa C. Johnson, J. G. Shearer, Jacob Pentients under treatment during the year nypacker.
■’
was: Males 660, females 579. Two of
the inmates were reported not insane.
There was quite a gathering of re
71 male and 44 females recovered, and latives and friends at the residence of
t>5 'Miale_s and 36 females died.
The Philip Shenkle, this place,, on Satur
total discharges during the year were a day evening tasty in-honor of • Miss
Males 166, females 123. - ■The highest Annie .»Shenkle’s birthday!. We can’t
population on any one day was : Males gi ve ,t lie. figures as we - have- not
496, females, 478. At the close of the been posted. A jolly time was had and
year there were-494 males and 456 fe the guests, after indulging in various
amuReinehts and, sTimething more: sub
males under treatment.
stantial dispersed. Our Adolphus says
H om e F lash es and S tray Sparks he should have been admitted so as to
F rom Abroad.
furnjsh us with a glowing“ report, but
—Overcoats will soon be fashionable. Adolphus wasn’t there. .
The Montgomery Co., Teachers’ In
—-Be careful how y-ou bet, and when
you bet, or y-ou might lose your .vote. stitute will assemble in Music Hall,
Perhaps you had better not bet at all. Norristown, Monday October 30.. An
interesting and profitable time is anti
—“Doubtful things are mighty- un- cipated. Prof. E. V. DeGraff of Pater
sartin”—in politics this year.
son, N. J., Prof H. R. Sanford of Mid__—The Bi-Cente'nnial will lie ushered dleton^N. Y., Prof. George E. Little
in by- the tinging of the State House of Washington, Prof.' J ; Elliott Ross
bell on the nights of October 23d and of Scranton, Prof. George M. Philips
of West Chester and Miss, Lelia Par
24th.
tridge of Philadelphia, will be in at
Camp meetings were first held in this tendance and give instructions during
country, on account of the scarcity of tiie day sessions. The evening lectures
will be a strong feature of the. past.
church buildings.
Wallace'Bruce will lecture on “ Woman
—The Berks County Agriculture hood in Shakespeare.” Col. Sanford
Society has loaned the county $2,000 on “ Palestine.” Col. Copeland on
being part, of the surplus proceeds of “ Some Mistakes of Bob.” Stuart
the recent fair.
Rogers will impersonate Oscar Wilde
—Adolphus is getting too fresh, he on Friday evening.
will have to be put under a freezing
Many an anxious and worried moth
process.
er, will endorse the following receipt
—If it takes a young man one hour for making a boy’s school suit. First,
and a half to walk one-fourtll of a mile it should be made of material that will
how long will it take to walk seventeen not tear; second, it should have pock
miles ?
ets of various dimensions, suitable for
holding a base ball, four dozen marb
—The old nurse who rocked Horatio les, three knives of the largest size, five
Sey-more, in his cradle, lives on the cents worth of candy, a quart of pea
reservation near Syracuse, N. Y., and nuts, pistol, a “clicker,” a pack of fire
is 108 years of age.
crackers, a bottle of red ink, three lead
The oldest mule in the world is own pencils, three slate pencils, some black
ed in Covington, Ga. The owner has paper "for making wads and writing
papers to prove that he is over 80. notes, a policeman’s whistle, six nails,
The kick is on the papers not with the two peg-tops and the requsite string,
three other pieces of string, two slices
mule.
of bread and butter, six apples and
—A Rochester printer has adopted three keys ; third, it should be water
the children of Donaldson, the long proof ; fourth, it should be fire-proof;
missing balloonist; a girl 12 and a boy- fifth, should be so padded in the pos
10 years.
terior upper portion of the nether gar
—The Council fight at Norristown, ments as to be impervious to the blows
is at an end,and the citizens of the hub of a pointer or apple tree switch ; sixth,
it should have skin protectors; seventh,
ought to be happy.
Tt should allow perfectly free and un
fettered motion in every direction.
—“Was it chicken or turkey- ?”
—Evening parties of more than two
* **“ Presumption begins in ignorance
persons are becoming numerous in this and ends in ruin.
On the other hand,
section.
the production of Kidney-Wort began
—We never know the value of friends with wise cautions and scientific re
until we lose them. While they! live search, and its use ends in restoring
we are sensative to their faults ; When shattered constitutions and endowing
we have lost them we only remember men and women with health and happi
ness. ' “My tormented back,” is the
their virtues.
exclamation of more than one poor
!—Wolf robes, buffalo robes,- goat hardworking man and woman ; do you
robes, fancy lap robes, and blankets of know why ij aches ? It is because your
any kind at Detwiler’s harness empor kidneys are overtasked and need
ium, Upper Providence Square. He strengthening, and y-our system needs
deals in the best and guarantees low to be cleansed of bad humors.
You
need I£iduey-Wort,
prices.'. Don’t forget these facts'.

Sunday School Institute.
A local Sunday School Institute was
held in Union Chapel, Bnhn Station
last Thursday evening. The exercises
were opened by singing, followed by
the reading of the Scriptures and a
prayer by- Rev. J. II. Hendricks. The
Institute was organized by electing
John S. Hunsicker President, and G.
F. Hunsicker ^¡jk-cretgVfy, ■-A motion
was offered and accepted to allow each
speaker fifteen minutes in discussing
each topic
The first topic : “ What is the mis
sion of the Sunday- School” was opened
by Rev. S. M. K. Huber, and advanced
some good ideas on the subject. The
discussion was continued by-1. H. Detw te jt Abram Grater, and closed hyRev. Rev. J. H. Hendricks, who
earnestly advised young men not to ne
glect the Sunday School work, and
offered a number of other timley sug
gestions.
:
“How should both .teachers and
scholars prepare their lessons” was the
second topic, and opened by- Prof.
Shelly Weinberger in a manner that
indicated a thorough knowledge of the
subject. The discussion was continued
by Rev. Meschter, Mrs. Harriet John
son, Mr. Blanchford and others.
The third topic: “What Obiistitutes
a well conducted Sunday School ?” was
postponed until the next meeting of the
Institute which is expected to be held
in Wentz’s church, Worcester,Saturdayevening, October 28.
The meetings of the Institute are en
tirely free to the public, and promise
to result in much good.
W ill of th e L ate A. D. Moser.
Deceased only left a verbal, will,
which fact is somewhat surprising .in
such a precise man of business. The
will was made on the 17th of last month.
At that time Mr. Moser had been for
some time seriously- ill aiid was not
afterwards in a condition of health to
permit the drawing up of a will in the
usual form. Hé sent for two of his
friends, H. G. Rahn and A. W. Bickel,
and asking them to (war witness to his
wards, stated what disposition he Wish
ed to make of his property. They- after
wards reduced the substance of what
he said to writing and transmitted it to
Registsr Rambo, and (they were in Nor
ristown on Friday- Tor, the purpose.of
proving the singular testament. The
Register however declined to admit
the will to probate as he is. required iu
such cases to give notice to the heirs
and allow an opportunity for the filing
of objections. The whole matter was
therefore laid over for a few day-s. The
parties interested under the circum
stances,.do not desire the provisions of
thé' will to be made publié, but it is
understood that the bequests are all of
a private character. Mark H. Richards
is the executor appointed, and unless
objection are raised he Will be qualified
by the' Register.
C harles H. Engle Re-A rrested on a
N ew Charge.
Charles M. Engle, Whose' name has
figured prominently on several occasi
ons in an unenviable connection, was
arrested on Saturday- 011 a warrant is
sued by Magistrate Martin, of Phila
delphia, charging’ him with criminal
intimacy- with Anna Hippie, of Harris
burg. The accused deserted his last
wife, Emma J. ’ Gilbert, whom he mar
ried ill Pottstown oil th el2 th of March,
1879. Engle aiid the girl Hippie went
to Canada and remained a while, and
tlieu came to. Philadelphia, and have
since boarded at 935 Spruce street as
man and wife. The arrest was at the
instance of Mrs. Emma Engle, nee Miss
Gilbert, to whom Engle had refused to
pay- ten dollars per. week alimony,which
he had been orderedto do by- the court
before whom . Mrs. Engle’s charges
against him of cruelty ¡jvas tried. Miss
Ida V. Bright is also; connected with
the prosecution, and her story is too
well known for republication. When
arrested on Saturday, Magistrate Mar
tin released him on $800 bail for his
appearance on Monday.
Brosius a t N orristow n..
A BRILLIANT PARADE AND A LARGE AND
, ENTHUSIASNIC MÉETING.

N orristown , October' 9.—The first

Stalwart gun in this campaign was fired
in Music Hall this evening, the report
closely following that ,of the Indepen
dent fire last Thursday- evening. Early
in the evening the streets were throng
ed with people. The Republican In
vincibles, the Republican Veterans and
the Liberty Legiou Pioneer Corps, in
bright uniforms and brilliant torches,
paraded the main thoroughfares of the
borough to the music of the Norristown
Cornet Band. ...They then helped to
add to the throng in Music Hall, which
was densely crowded with Republicans
and a small Democtatic sprinkling.
The proscenium boxes were occupied
by ladies. Chairman John W. Eckman,
of the county committee, called the
meeting to order. Joseph Lees, the
Bridgeport woolen manufacturer, pre
sided. A long list of vice presidents
and secretaries wqs read, embracing
representative Republicans and leading
manufacturers of the county-.
Marriott Brosius, as the speaker of
the evening, was received with loud ap
plause. He spoke for over an hour and
the audience demonstrated their appre
ciation by loud and frequent applause.
He dwelt largely on the tariff question.
General B. F. jpsheiy ,4ç f PJiœnivville,
devoted some' time ï d 'answering the
speeches of Stewart and Koontz de
livered here last Thursday evening.
T h e Pennsylvania Game L aw s.
In Pennsylvania", ruffed grouse shoot
ing opened on Monday-, and does not
close until, Jan. 1st. The same dates
also govern the killing of the pinnated
grouse in those sections, were recently
these prairie hunting birds have been
introduced. Deer can also be shot
from Oct. 1st, until Dec. 1st, and quail
and wild turkeys from the 15th inst.
until Jan, 1st. but rabbits are riot legal
prey till Nov. 1st, and after that date
may be killed op to Jan. 1st. Woodcock,

however, are in season from July- 4th,
to Jan. 1st, squirrels from Sept. 1st to
the end of the year, and wildfowl from
Sept. 1st to the 15th of next May. The
penalty for 'infringement of these laws
ranges from $5 to $22 for each bird or
species of ground game shot out of the
season.
COME AN D S E E FOR YO U R SE LF
We received a large lot of Ladies’ Muslin un
derwear at prices only a few cents more than
tlie value of the material in them. Noue of the
miserable long loose stitches in them so often
found in cheap made underwear. There are sev
eral grades, some very good, some medium and
some very thin, but the prices are wonderfully
thin ; running from 25 cents a garment up. We
imever saw anything so nicely made at such
prices.
•. Silk Plushes are going to be very freely used
this coming season, and we, remembering how
scarce and high they got last season after the
weather set in, bought a flue line of colors and
blacks at extra low prices. We have them in all
the desireable shades and will be able to sell
them a t what will probably be the wholesale
prices after a few- weeks.
We also received our uew dress cloths in the
choicest new shadings. They arc certainly among
the most useful of dress materials and vary in
prices from 25c. to §1.75.
Our plushes and cloths match in colors so that
you Can use them together nicely.
Our Black Silks just received-are a head of
anything we hqve seen at the prices. They are
warranted not to cut and you will be surprised
£o see how handsome they are for the price. If
you want the best colored silks iu town for the
price, we believe we can suit you. We buy them
whenever we sec a genuine bargain in them, no
matter iu what season of the year it happens to
be. Our full line of Black Silk Velvets came in
and they are excellent in shade fineness.
We sell the best manufacture of Black Cash
meres in the world, bought direct of the impor
ters. Have ju st opened a uew full line at the
lowest prices We ever sold them. For height,
fineness and durability of color we know we can
not be beaten in Cashmeres either black or-colored. Have also opened a new line of Colored
Cashmeres in the best autum n shades.
For Wraps, Dolmans, Coats and Ulsters, we
have a large variety of new goods and suitable
trimmings for them. New Flannels, Cotton Flan
nels. Merino Underwear, Stockings in the choi
cest makes and colors, received for fall and win
ter. Have opened the prettiest styles of Calicoes
and Chintzes we ever saw. We will close out
Summer Dress Goods of all sorts at low- prices.
We have a choice lot of Ginghams fo» dresses at
10 and 12% cents. They are so ■much better
than calico that it is economy to buy them.
I ju st opened a new lot of Fichus, Ties and
Collars in new fall styles. Our stock of Sash
Ribbons is good in watered, plain and blocked
styles.
And now we want to say a word about Cor
sets. We buy them in quantities direct from
thé manufacturera, and have the best 50 cent
Corset ever offeréd. We also have corsets at 75
cents, §1, §1.25, §1.38 and §2.00. We have the
best §1 Corsets made in this country. We have
Corsets that will fit" comfortably a greater va
riety of forms than any other Corset made. I f
you are very stout or very slender, very shoftwaisted or very long-waisted, you can always be
well fitted in a Corset at our Store.
HOWARD LEOPOLD,
229 High Street, Pottstown.

Resolutions of Respect.
The following Resolutions . were ¡adopted a t a
meeting of the Augustus Sunday School Society,
held October 2d, 1882.
W h e r e a s , It has pleased Almighty God in his
all-wi&e Providence, to remove from our midst,
Benjamin F. MosCr, therefore, be it
lie solved, That his death has caused a loss to
the School, of a bright and promising scholar,
and to his bereaved family an affectionate and
obedient son and brother, and that we tenderly
condole with the family in this their affliction,
and Commend them to Him who can heal all sor
row, receive that comfort that He alone can give.
Resolved; That these resolutions be put upon
the records of the School, copies to he transmit
ted to the family of the deceased, and to be print
ed in the-pROvid e n c e I n d e p e n d e n t .
GEO. W. OZIAS, J r .,
MILTON H. KEELER, ►
Committee.
LÉNA M. SHULER.

D EATH S.
October 2, 1882, at. Evansburg, Lower ProvideijrCC, Alva Weber, son of Gerald and Clara
Byrne, aged 4 months and 20 days. Interred,
October 4; in the ^cemetery of St. James’ Epis
copal church.
LOST.
On Saturday'evening, October 7, a neck strap,
between Beaver & Slielleube.r’s store und the
residence of D. D. Bechtel. The finder will be
suitably rewarded by leaving thè sarnie at
THIS OFFICE.
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OR SALE.

P tJ B L I C

S -A J L iE

:OF

E

IS A SURE CURE

F R E SH COW S ! !

fo r a ll d is e a s e s o f th e K idneys and

LIVER

Will be sold a t Public Sale, on MONDAY
OCTOBER 16, at Perkiomen Bridge-Hotel, 1 Car
'4°ad of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
from H unt. county. Good j udgmen t was
exercised in the selection;..of this stock, and it
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend
sale. Sale at 10 *o’§lB^-a. ni.
Conditions by H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct!
J. G. Detwiler, clerk.

I t has specific action on th is m ost important,
organ, enabling it to throw o ff torpidity- and
inaction, stim ulating th e healthy secretion o f
the B ile, and by keeping th e bow els in free
condition, effecting its regular discharge.
HH
I f you are suffering from

■VI Cl I d I IC la irmiiirtfl., Iuwa

H- SO LD B Y D R U G G IST S. P rice S I .

KIDNEY-WORT

OF

FRESH

C O W S.

Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
OCTOBER 12,1882, at Frederick’s Hotel, Trappe.
One Car-Load of Fresh Cows ! Direct from
Western Pennsylvania. They are an extra heavy
lot and good baggers and milkers—just the kind
to suit purchasers. Sale to commence a t 9%
o’clock, a. m. Conditions bv
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
W. C. FORESMAN.

FIRE TAX NOTICE.
Notice is Jiereby given to the Members of the
Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire and Storm In
surance Companjr of Montgomery County, that
owing to heavy losses sustained from lightning on
the night of the 8th of September last, the Board
of Managers have assessed a tax of one and
one quarter dollars, on each one thousand dol
lars insured, and that they arc required to pay
the same to the persons who have hcretofor act
ed as collectors or to the Secretary. Punctual
payment is requested, as at the end of 40 days
from the date of this notice, assessments will be
increased as directed in S e c . 6, of the Constitu
tion. By order of the Board.
Oct.2,3t.
‘
H. W. KRATZ, Sec’y.

P U B L I C

S A L E

OF

R E A L

T E!

E S

Will be sold at Public Sale, on WEDNES
DAY, OCTOBER 18, 1882, on the premises, the
following Real Estate of Samuel Pennypacker,
deceased : A lot of land with improvements con
taining two acres af ground more or less, situat
ed in Upper Providence, Montgomery county, on
the Reading Turnpike, % of mile above Trappe,
adjoining lands of Abraham Weikel, John Nace,
Abraham Peterman and others. The improve
ments consist of a Brick L House, 34x30,
three rooms on first floor, 3 rooms, hall,
and store room on second, g arret; cel
la r under whole house, A well of never
failing water, under cover, near the door. Barn
with stabling for two horses and two cows.
Barn and carriage house under one roof, mow’
over the whole building, wiiich measures 40x22
feet ; overshoot attached, 22x10 feet, chicken
house, pig sty, and all neccessary outbuildings.
On the premises is a GOOD BLACKSMITH SHOP
(a good stand)—-28x16, with shoeing sheds;
there is a stream of wrater near the shop. There
i6 a young orchard, of diiferent variety of trees
on the premises. The buildings are all in excell
ent repair, having been built only a few' years
ago. The property is most desirably located.
An3rone wishing to view the premises will please
call on one of the executors, residing near by.
Also at the same time and place will be sold
Five Tons of Timothy Hay, about eight or ten
perch of stone, lot of posts in the rough. One
Market Stall in Farmer’s Market House, Norris
town, No. 90. Large Hog, five barrels of vine
gar. One or .two HORSES, &c. Sale to com
mence at T ¡O’clock. Conditions Dy.
G eo h g e W. P e n n y p a c k e r ,
)„
*
C a t h a r in e A. P e n n y p a c k e r . $ ^ xecut° rs*
J. G. Fetterolt, auctioneer, Henry Kratz, clerk.

P U B I G

S A L E

OF

Valuable

Real

Estate!

Will be sold at Public Sale, on TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 24, 1882, in the village of Grater’s
Ford, Montgomery county, Pa., a Valuable Lot
50 feet front, 130 feet deep, situated between the
Turnpike and Perkiomen Railroad. The improve
ments consist of an L shaped, 3 story
i> i i HIM Brick House, 30x34 feet, with imitation
sand-stone front, a piazza at front, and
¡a double porch at back of house. Three
rooms on first floor, 4 rooms on second, and 8
rooms on third floor, suitably arranged for use
by one or two families. Cellar under whole
building. Well with lasting water, and pump
therein near the door. At the back of the house
is a fin§ garden wherein is found a variety of
fruits such as apples, pears, quinces, grapes,
&c. Connected with the house are a Frame
Stable and Harness Shop. The stable is 16x24
feet, has room fbr 3 horses, and carriage house,
haying room ior 2 carriages. The Harness Shop
is 16x22 feet, and has 1 room and a loft. This is
a desirable stand for an enterprising business
man. There arc also all necessary outbuildings,
such as wood-house, cliiekeii-hoiise, &c. Any
person desiring to view tlie premises can do so
by calling oii the undersigned. Sale to com
mence at 2 o’clock sharp. Conditions by
L. H. Ingram, auct.
H. D, ALDERFER.

OF

R

E

A

L

E S T

. A. T E I

SPRING and ) TIT A r P ’Q !
SUM M ER j! X T x A ± O .
The largest, assortment, low’est prices, and
LA T E S T S T Y L E S , The only place to find a
full line of Mens’

Furnishing

R, M. Root«

217 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.

BULBS, P L A N T S ,^
FO R W IN T E R

And Spring Blooming,
Ju st Received from Holland a verj’ fine lot of

Eyaciulh, Tulip, Crocus, Harcissas,
- And other bulbs for fall planting at very low .
prices.

P L A M T S I
Carnations, Cyclam ens,

Primrcses, Geraniums, &c.,
For Winter and Spring blooming.
Also, orders received for the Celebrated fieW
Wheat, called

“ Ths Landreth Wheat.”
Samples can be seen at my office. Farmers
should give this Wheat a thorough trial, as it
is no common article.
Respectfully,

H O R A C E R IM B Y ,
SEED SM AN and FLO RIST.
Collegeville, Montg. Co., Pa.

H E A D M A N ’S
MAGNETIC L1ÑIMTNT !
A most reliable remedy for the speedy and
certain cure of Rheumatism, Sprains, Bruises,
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Stiff Joints,
Sores, Pain in tlje Side,*1'Back or Limbs, Guts,
Burns or Scalds, Sore- Throat, Frosted Feet,
Corns, Chapped Hands, Mumps, Quinsy, Bites
or Stings of Insects, Poison from Plants, Cramps
Colic,..Diarrhoea, and all cases Where there -is
pain or distress
.; sJ
I3F~The Magnetic Liniment wdll give Speedy
Relief, if applied to the parts affected.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicines
generally.

Price 25 Cents per Bottle,
Prepared and for sale by

P. M. HEADMAN, PemslurE Fa.

Dealers will find It for sale also by SMITTi,
KLINE & CO., 309 and 311 North 3d street,
Philadelphia.
"
jyl3’82.1y.

AGENTS
fli

p E IV A T Ë SALE

SA LE

Two Good Pianos, ju st repaired,will be sold on
reasonable terms. Inquire of
lino.
FREDERICK LEITSCH, Trappe, Pa.

F ° II SALE.
SALE.

In the Borough of Norristown, A Three-Story
Brick House, with all the modern improvements.
Is well located, and is a desirable residence in
every respect. For further particulars apply to,
or address,
. G. D. DETWILER,
Skippackville, P. O., Pa.

M

JO H N A. O O U LD EY.

OF

R

E

A

L

E S T A T E !

The Subscriber offers at Private Sale his prop
erty of about 9 acres of good land situated in
Upper Providence Township, Montgomery Co.,
Pa. Bounded by lands of Jacob H. Walt., Charles
OR RENT
I. Miller, Philip II. Bechtel, Richard Pool and
the public road ldading from Trappe to Royers
After October 1st, 1882, to a small family, a ford. It being located on said road about a quar
comfortable Tenement in the Post Office building ter of a mile from Trappe.
at Collegeville. Three rooms and a small kitchen
*— " The improvements consist of a commo
on the first floor, and three, on the second, good
dious Frame Dwelling House, 30x16 feet
well of water, large chicken house and a garden
2y2 stories high with brick attnehment,
attached. Inquire at
POST OFFICE.
frame out kitchen with bake oven at
tached, frame barn, 37x25 feet containing thresh
OR RENT.
ing floor, granary, tw'o mows, wagon house and
stabling for 4 cows and 2 horses, frame hog
The Harnessmaker’s Shop in Collegeville. An stable, chicken house, corn crib, a well of ex
excellent stand for a sober and industwous me cellent water at the house, a large cistern at
the barn, apple orchard, cherry, pear, peach and
chanic. Inquire at the
POST OFFICE.
aug.81.3t. plum trees.
The land is in a good state of cultivation and
in a favorable season will yield enough to feed
D P T T B I L T C S .A .3 L .E
one horse and from three to four cows.
OF OLD AND NEW
The location is desirable on account of its close
proximity to churches, schools, stores, mills,
and railroad.
For terms and a view of the premises, persons
Will be sold at public sale, at the residence of will please call on
the undersigned, near Collegeville, on Saturday
V A L E N T IN E KR ATZ:
October 21, 1882 ; A lot of old and new lumber,
Sash, doors, window frames, picks, bars, spades Aug.8fl,1882,4t.
and shovels, lot of chains, and an immense lot
of fire-wood, and a thousand oth er articles.
L A D IE S GO TO
Sale to commence al 1 o’clock.
G. W. ZIMMERMAN.

F

a

L U M B E R .

P U B L IC S A L E
OF

PERSO N AL

PROPERTY !

F . M . A U G E ’S

1 6 E a st M a in S treet,

Pa«

Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY
OCTOBER 16,1882, on the premises in the Vil FOR HAIR GOODS. She has a large stock of
lage of Trappe, Montgomery county, the follow good Switches, Combs, Nets, Pins, and Frizzes,
ing Personal Property of the undersigned, to- always on hand.
Combings made u p ; and a O OOD P R IC E PAID
w it: Two Horses, good workers
fo r dark and black hair, either straight or comb
K tX j and drivers.
Two Alderney
¿ E sse Cows ! One Heifer, one fat Steer,
ings,
two fat Hogs, chickens. 1,000 Sheaves of Oats,
JO H N G. F E T T E R O L F ,
1500 Sheaves of Rye, straw by the bundle, hay
by the ton, 300 shocks of Corn, Two-horse farm
R
E
A
L E S T A T E A G 'T , Yerkes P. 0.
wagon, buggies, harness of all kinds, a variety
of far«fting utensils. Household Goods ! Churns,
Upper Providence, Montgomery Co., Pa.
tubs* buckets, pots, chairs,, and many articles
Parties wishing to purchase properties from
not mentioned. Sale tQ commence at 1 o/clock.
Conditions by
LEWIS ROYER. 15 to 100 Acres, with improvements,on easy terms
should give me a call.
8ep.l2,3mo.
S. R. Shape* auct,

TO SELL TIIE RICH NEW BOOK

For the HOME CIRCLE. A rich volume of
300 R E S T L O V E GEMS chosen from the whole-,
realm of Music, Usual cost, $87 ! Here oly $2.50'.
No book like it. No comjietition ! Sale is im
mense ! Eminent-citizens say :“ .-1 treasury o f
pleasure fo r every home.”—O. II. Tiffany, D. D,
“ A perfect marvel of excellence and c h e a p n e s s G. A. Peltz, D. D. uEnll of Genuine Gcms.fi~~
F. L. Robbins, D. D. uI like it.”—W. II. Doane
Mus. Doc. 11It meets a real household v'ant.”—
A. J. Gordon, D. D.—11Its contents rvill hring^genial sunshine to the home.”—Prof. W. F. Sherwiu,:
“I have examined this sumptuous volume with great
delight.”—J. H. Vincent, D. D. “It should be in
every household in the land.”—Prof. C C. Case.
T H R E E M ILLIO N HOMER want it, hence it
is a grand chance to coin money. Sample pagesil'c., FREE. Address HUBBARD BROS., Phila
delphia. Pa.

F OR

FOR

w anted.

T R E A S U R Y of S O N G

A farm of about 100 acres, situated in Upper
Providence township. For particulars apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF, Collegeville, Pa.

A Good Dwelling House, at Collegeville, on
Reasonable Terms. Inquire of
J. SHELLY WEINBERGER,
Guardian of Lillie Raysor.

Goods,

in Pcfttstown. Agent for Knox’es Hats, the
Globe Shirt and Celluloid Collars, cuffs,

A WELL SITUATED RESIDENCE
Is offered a t Private Sale, situated along the
Skippack Valley in East Perkiomen township,
Montgomery county, Pa., fronting on the public
road leading from Markley’s Mill to the German
town Pike, 2% miles from Collegeville Station,
bounded by lan^s of Rev. John Cassel, Sr., and
Jacob Buckwalter. The lot containg 1 acre and
44 perches of land. The improvements consist
of a 2% Story House, with 7 rooms and
out kitchen. Barn 18x24 with threshing
floor and stabling for 1 Horse and 2 Cowrs,
chicken house, pig sty and all the necessary out
buildings. The buildings are all new having
been built but three years. There is a large v a
riety of fruit on the premises. As I am engaged
in farming, I will sell on the most, reasonable
terms. For further particulars call on the ow ner
living thereon.

70 R SALE.-

nhlila^

are bilious, dyspeptic, or constipated. Kidney*
W ort w ill surely relieve and qu ick ly cure.
In th e 8prlng to cleanse th e System , every
one should take a thorough oourse o f it.

P U B L IC S A L E

)RIYATE SALE

A portable cellar-heater nearly as good as new.
Will be sold cheap for want of use.
J. W. ROYER.

KIDNEY-WORT

.(

at the Limerick Spare
CARRIAGE W ORKS ! Í

A number of now and second-hand carriages
for sale very cheap.
A full spring carriage;
new Bar-Spring carriage, second-hand.
A
double seated PIIAETON new; and others not
mentioned. Call soon and secure bargains.
All kinds of wagons and carriages made to>
order. Prices reasonable.

E . K. W E L D N E R .
I^ G O O D

CHANCE.

For R en t: Tinsmith Shop at Limerick Squarer
including all necessary tools and stock of tin. A
good opportunity for a sober, industrious me
chanic. Apply at Hiltebitel’s Siore, or to the
owner
ELIAS FLUCK, Collegevillfe, Pa.

JOTICE
N

to g u n n e r s.

The undersigned hereby give notice that, ne
tresspassing will be allowed on their premises
for gunning, hunting, &c. Offenders will be
dealt with strictly according to law.
Sebastian Kohl,
Limerick.
Francis 8. Peterman,
“
Jacob Garber,
Upper Providence
Rebecca and Catharine Hiltebeitel,Upper Prov.
B.;F. Garber,
Upper Providence,
Josiah Prizer,
_______“
. “

USTATENOTICE,
Estate of HENRY HARLEY, late of Upper
Providence township, Montg. Co., dec’d.
Notice is hereby given that letters of adminis-»
tration have been granted to the undersigned.
All persons indebted to said estate are requested
to’make immediate payment, and those' having
legal claims against the same will present them
without delay in proper order for settlement to
ISAAC K. HARLEY. )
ABRAHAM K. HARLEY. } Adwrs,
JOHN K. HARLEY )
P. O. Address, Trappe, Pa.

Grater’s Ford Hotel,

H. D. ALDERFER, Froprietif.
This hotel furnishes special accommodations to
boarders, the locality and surroundings being
specially adapted for pleasure seekers. B a P a l-'
w m «toc.icpd with the best lienors and

ENTERPRISE

MARBLE WORKS!
Royersford, Montgomery Co* Pa«

J.

Practising

Physician,
T R A P P E , PA,

Office a t his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.
__________________

I Vould announce to ray friends and the public,

t iat I.ara now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

M Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

MONUMENTS ani

Physician,

E V A N SB U B C , PA

O f Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.

Office H onrs:—8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. | to 9
p. m.

GALVANIZED RAILINSS,

U F. SLOUGH.

For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,

B U IL D IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C .

Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks
English and German.

tions. Partieui ar attention paid to Marble Work, for the bases of

All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E nt£UPKims Works. Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
*lLow prion* and fair dealingt”
KEUPHCTFULL Y,

p

G. HOBSON,

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
SII SW E D E Street Norrixtomi, Va.
Can he seen every evening at his residence in
Freeland.

D. Theo. B u c tw a lte r.

^

D. FETTEROLF,

Justice

June 8-ly.

At

W o rra lP s
.Collegeville,

M ill,
Pa.

C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday, of
each week; also every evening.

C hoice W h e a t F lo u r,
Manufactured and for sale a t Lowest Market
Price». O ur flour gives general satisfaction and
we invite a trial of the same.
C H O P P I N G

done a t short notice in a satisfactory manner.
Puli supply of all kinds of Feed always on hand.
We cordially inrite patronage and will do our
best to give satisfaction to all.

S. T. s. WAGNER.

THE

Peace

cf tha

CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,

Special Inducements

UR. B. F. PLACE,
D

E

N

T

I S

T

I

I

[Graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.]

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Near Fenton’s Store. Branch Office at Eagieville. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday.
Gas administered.

HARTFORD

D.

property of the other. There was an
old rule of law that the latter might
o
claim from the yield of the tree as
Edited by J. F. H A B L E Y .
much as would he an offset for the
nourishment it derived from his estate,
WHY IT PAYS TO READ.
One’s physical frame—his body—his but this is now obsolete. The law gives
muscles—his feet—his hands—is only the land owner on whose soil the tree
a living machine. I t is the mind con- stands the right to cut it down at his
troliug and directing that machine,that pleasure, and to plnck all the fruit from
gives it power and efficiency. The suc it while 1t stands. In New York State
cessful use of the body depends wholly the courts have decided that tresspass
upon the mind—upon its ability to di for assault would lie by the owner of
rect well. If one ties his arm in a sling, the tree, against the owner of the land
it becomes weak and finally powerless. over which its branches extended, if he
Keep it in active exercise, and it ac prevented the owner of the tree, by
quires vigor and strength, and its dis personal violence, from reaching over
ciplined to use this strength as desired. and picking the fruit growing upon
Just so one’s mind, hj’ active exercise the branches while standing on the
in thinking, reasoning, planning, study fence dividing the lands. The owner
ing, observing, acquires vigor, strength, of the land over which the branches-ex
power of concentration and direction. tend may lop the branches close to his
Plainly then, the man who exercises line. He may dig down and cut the
his mind iii reading and thinking, gives roots square with his line if he so elects.
it increased power and efficiency, and In plain terms, if no portion of the
greater ability to direct the efforts of trunk is within his line he may refuse
physical frame—his work—to better re all trespass of the tree on his premises,
sults, than he can who merely or main either above ground or below it. But
ly uses his muscles. If a man reads a if he gives the tree licens« either to ex
book or paper, even one he knows to tend its roots under his soil or to hang
be erroneous, it helps him by the effort its branches over his premises, he does
to combat the errors. The combat in not thereby gain any right to its fruit.
He cannot pick it for himself nor inter
vigorates his mind.
Of all men, the farmer, the cultivator, fere with the picking by the owner, as
long as the latter remains in the tree
needs to read more and think more
to strengthen his reasoning powers, so or on the fence which divides the prop
that they may help out and make more erty. This right to the fruit does not,
effective, more profitable, his hard toil. however, permit the other owner to
There can he no doubt, that the farmer come upon the soil on the other side
who supplies himself with the most of’the line to gather the fruit, and all
reading, the most of other men’s the fruit which falls without violence
thoughts and experiences, will in the to thé ground on that side may thus
end, if not at once, he the most suc become the property of its owner.

C A S W E L L

Agriculture and Science.

W. ROYER, M. I).,

C. SHULER.

IF YOUWANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

& M O O R E .

H S E B N E R & SO NS,

S toves ,

C lothes W ringers,

T in w a r e ,

T erra C otta 1’lpe,

D airy F ixtures , L A N S D A L E , Montg. Co., Penna.,
P aints & O ils ,
The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.

L amps .

C himney T ops..

Oil C loth!'

Tin Roofing & Spouting of Best Quality and Workmanship.
---- — I ? R I C E S

O

" W . ------- -

F ine C utlery,
I ce C ream F reezers,
B ird C ages. '

P L U M B IN G

P lated W are ,
W ater Collers,
B rushes, &c.

& GAS F IT T IN G ,L E A D

F UP N ISH IN G

John I.

Eleven D ollars

Bradford,

TRAPPE, Pa.
M ANUFACTU RER AND D E A LE R I N

Stoves, Tin-ware
and Housefurnishing

GOODS.

GO O D S ,

H E R M A N WETZEL,
66 & 168 Main Street ¡oj.josite Mush' JIalV\ ■

and

LANSDALE, PA.

F i f t e e n D o l l a r s —Extra fine Dress Suit.

G E N T S'

T h r e s h in g

HERBNBR & SONS,

W e Have th e L a rg e s t S tock; T he L ow est P ric es.
A LSO ,

G ia n t

C l e a n in g M a c h in e ,

• AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.

WORTH WHILE READING!

Will buy a very fine suit.

H e e b n p r ’s L it t l e

Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
Rakes, &c.
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
order.
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
lowest prices.
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,

$ 2 . 5 0 —Will Buy a nice little Boy’s Suit, age from 4 to 10.
$ 4 . 0 0 —Will buy a good suit for a hoy aged from 5 to 12.
$ 5 .0 0 —Will buy a suit for a hoy hi years from I to 15.
$ 5 .0 0 —Will buy a fair .suit for a man.
SF.SC —For this sum you «¿10 purchase a better suit.
£ 7 .0 0 —With this sum you can buy something still better.
w ill buy a first class business suit.

Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
applied to horse powers,

P I P E S , &C.

C A S W E L L & M OORE, 243 Bridge Street, Phcenixville, Pa.

T en D ollars

H eete’s Patent Lever Treat
Horse Powers i

NOBIl IS I OWN, PA.

TIN-ROOFING, SPOUTING, JO BB IN G ,
DONE TO ORDER.

WE' A EE NO W SE E L TNG A T TH E

KEYSTONE DRY

Ali Orders Promptly attended to.

GOODS STORE !

All Summer DiriTB Gu if. I .at. n s . C h in t z e s . G in g h a m s , & c., at prices so
low that we must close all out in a viry short time. As special Bargains we
are selling all our Lest

D RESS CHN’CHAfVIS AT 10 C E N T S

Per yard, former prices 15 & 151 cents, also a lino of Good Style Calicoes, in the
licet goods nt 5 cents her yard. We have about

y rn cK

_i?r3

to f a r m e r s .

The undersigned begs leave to inform his far
mer friends that he has a

TWO-HORSE POWER
CLEANER,
THRESHER

and is now prepared for operation. „ Sat.isfactionu
cessful.
• 7 0 0 • 'S T . A . i R . I D S ,
guaranteed. Thankful for past favors he invitf |
“The mind makes the man,” is a trite
And a't the low price are the greatest bargains we have ever offered in Calicoes. continued a-ml increased patronage. Address
Call and examine them.
lu t very true adage. IIow much above
Is. £5. G riffin .
FOR HANDLING
M
ORG
AN
W
EIG
H
T,
'
Keystone Dry Goods Store-, Montg. Co., Pa.
Y okes P. O.
the brute that toils with him, is the
MAIN STREET, Opposite Public Square, NORRISTOWN, PA.
J P. KOONS,
man whe merely works, eats, and sleeps,
&C.
and cares for his progeny ? The brute
We
will
sell
on
a
small
margin
Wishing to Purchase Fresh
P ra c tica l S la ter ! I does all this. The man rises in dignity ,
BA U N 'S S TA T IO N Pa.
in self respect, in the respect of others, C H O I C E F A M I L Y F L O U R ,
C ream T a rte r,
B aking S oda,
just
so far as he rises in intelligence.
Dealer in every quality of Roofiing, Flag
Corn, Oats, ( hop Corn,
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima We have a certain regard for the ant,
Should •rcuieinbcTvthat the unde-itsigaied passe-S
W
a
sh
in
g
S
o
d
a,
B
lack
a
n
d
R
ed
P
e
p
p
e
r,
through this section every
tes, and prices.
o f colony of tots, that by long, hard, LINSEED MEAL, BRAN, best quality
UPWARD DAVID,
patient toil, gathers a fine, large, showy
SCHUYLKILL COAL UNDERCOVER.
■j
mound of earth—yellow earth it may
Call and see for yourself or write for sample
With a full supply o f Fresh Meats, and will
'AINTER and PAPERmHANGER, be, or of silvery white. In what is and prices.
take pleasure in waiting upon those who may
favor him with their custom.
that man superior to the ant, who
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
POPULAR DRUG STORE,
F. W. Wetherill & Co.,
B . F . IS E T T .
Just P erfected .
Collegeville P. O.
Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind spends his life wholly in scraping to ARCOLA MILLS. .
f
work
in
the
line
of
painting,
graining,
and
gether a mass of land, and a pile of
N . B. G R IFT W O R K SO L IC IT E D .
The largest under arm,
aper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates clieerCorner of Bridge and Main Streets,
The lightest and quietest,
yellow gold or white silver, and a large
ully furnished upon application.
The most lavishly decorated,
B Z .A C H S M IT H IN G
house, lives in it, and dies there ? He
The least vibration of any,
rORACE RIMBY,
The undersigned having located at Keelor’s
may be called a successful man, a rich
P I H E N I X V I L L E P E N N ’A.,
Smith Shop, a short distance west of Trappe,
TRAPPE, PA. The different grades of cigars
A gairxy of new patents,
man,
hut
what
does
that
amount
to
will
take
pleasure
in
executing
all
kinds
of
manufact.iiLcd. Good tobacco in the hands of a ,
Simplicity simplified,
Blacksmithing work at short notice
Horse
good
vo
— -— YOU IVILL GET—-----after all. . If he be rich in good deeds, shoeing, Jobbing &e. Special attention,given to
Durability determined,
"putting the whole-business in a nutshell. Special
Give 1Kraut’s“*
cigars
brands made to order. /’**”‘*
*•—— a
Reliability reasserted. Collegeville, Mont. Co., Pa.
if he be an intelligent man, if he be able, Carriage and wagon ironing. Having liad an
experience of over 20 years at the business we
trial, and be happy.
Ball-bearing balance wheel; Newest and most
ri*1—
by the superior cultivation of his mind, feel confident.of giving satisfaction to customers.
«legant design In stand and wood work. Posi
Wreaths, Crosses, Baskets, Ac, filled with naPatronage solicited.
C O L L E G E V IL L E
tive take-up, perfect stitch. This machine is ural flowers. Weddings, Funerals, Commence his thinking and reasoning powers, not.
And Reliable Persons to Attend to your Wants.
■ F. S. FREDERICKS.
wanted by everybody.
ments, &o, promptly attended to.
only to plan successfully for himself,
but to give wise counsel to others, he
The price of the following organ has been ad
M H. KEELER,
vanced to $125 since inserting this electrotype.
he commands our real respect.
Royersford Pa.
Farmers, think of these things. Now
ALSO the Domestic and other different makes of F a in ter, G rainer,
and for a few coming months, while
machines sold. Oils needles, and attachments.
ic h a r d
and P a p er-H a n g er. the field work does not press, devote
some time each day or evening to mind
T R A F F E J ’ A.
,—. A -T- -T-p
! îrsEh Bread, Rolls
F. G. K R A FT,
J
r
L
.
J
—
j J tL i
I
development.
Lop
off,
i
f
,
need
be,
a
Orders
entrusted
to
me
will
receive
prompt
—DEALER IN—
»Mention. Contracts made at reasonable figures, dollar or two here or there, and with it
27 Stops, 10 Sets Reeds, £30
EVERY MORNING:
i l l work done in a satisfactory manner.
buy one or two books, especially tiiose
[OllN M ILLER,
àd
treating of your own business, of the
„ jiä
character and nature of the soils you
¡¡As? O F F ÏR S T -C L Â S S CLGTHIGG-Ac;
Different flavov.s during the Season now open-*
till, of the crops ydu raise, of the ani
T A I L O R .
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
mals
you
have
to
do
with,
their
differ
short notice, on reason.-ble terms.
TRAPPE, PA.
eo
This will
v' if 1r‘'~t T f t
Suits cut and made to order in accordance with ences and character, etc.
C all at The
latest styles, or in any style that may be desired. lead to further thinking and reasoning ;
-ATFits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.
N o tio n s, Stc., Stc.
it will devplope mind-power; it will
Y3RHES STATION MILLS
make you more intelligent; it will raise
.
EYAN5BURG,
--------:0: AND :0:-------you higher in your own estimation,
Large and varied Stock of all kinds of Goods,
and higher in the estimation of your
usually kept, in a Country Store. Good Quality
and at Philadelphia prices.
family, and of your neighbors. It will
Where you will find in Store a large supply of
aid you in planning better for the fu
----- :0: OF :0:----- .
choice Patent Process, Straight, and
ture, and will thus really pay in dol
| F a n cy F a m ily F I o u i,
Owners and Proprietors of the
lars and cents. Turn to the long list
In order to close out die balance of our Summer Stock, we have concluded to | CORN,
of
books
on
the
business
pages
of
a
OATS,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
S tar G lass W o r k s
make a SPECIAL SALE of tils same, and will therefore commence from
Royersford Pa,
NORRISTOWN, PA.,
paper, and select some book, first one
RYE BRAN, LINSEED MEAL, &c., &c.
this day and continue for the next 30 days to sell goods regardless of
Manufacture a superior quality of
I would announce to the public that I have re that will interest both yourself and
cost.
Among
the
balance
of
our
Summer
stock
we
find
AV1ND)\V
UidASH
AM)
SHADES, modelled my place of business, and at consider
able. expense fitted up two rooms in first-class family. Let it be read and studied
87 1
Warranted not to stain.
67 Men’s suits whirl» we will sell at
style for the accomodation of my patrons, and well. When its thoughts become your
§•1.50,
6.00,
8,00
an
10
00
146 Men’s blue flannel suits which will go atThe F am ous Beethoven Organ contains
can now say I have the most complete establish
7 00 I
87 Stops, 10 Sets Reeds,
ment of the kind in either Royersford or Spring own, lend it to a neighbor and get him
37 Men’s all wool Cheviot suits, which wo will sell at
8 97
City. Young folks will find this a pleasant place
45 Men’s Harrison eassimere suite, (lark and light colors,
-x i? P I IS C E © r a L Y S S G ’i«*
to read it. Then choose another hook,
to come arid enjoy a plate of
« Is
FOIt LITTLE MONEY
O rder now . R -rn it b y B ank D raft .P ost Cilice M oney
32
Men’s
Milton
eassimere.
suits,
handsome
patterns,
O rder, o r R egistered L e' te r. Boxed and. ship p ed
§5, 6.15, 7.55, 8.50 and 7)"I Having the best and most improved facilities the
GO TO v
FEE E D 'S Celebrated Ice Cream. and ,do the same with it. Next sum
115 Men’s tip-top business suits, 20 different, styles,
_
1
w ith o u t aM cm ent’s Del ;y . F a c to ry ru n n in g day
10 00 'undersigned does endeavor to sell to any and all
mer’s toil will be more cheerful, you
a n d n ig h t. O rgans b u ilto n old p lan , $ ‘k ),$f0,$50,8
24
Men’s
English
tweed
suits,
elegant
styles,
parties, who seek the cash worth of their money,
W. H. Blanchford,
to 11 sto p s, ( '.iita lt tff o f’ J 'l't'e . A d d re sso r call u p o n
FR U ITS AND FANCY CAKES,
9 85 at the very lowest prices. Good, clean wheat
will
have
more
to
think
of
while
fol
85
Men’s
Nobby
drees
suits,
or
dark
coat,
west
and
light
pants,
DANIEL
F.
BEATTY,
W
ashington,
How
Jersey.
PROPRIETOR OF THE
received at all t ’mis.
in abundance. Particular attention paid to the lowing the plow, the harrow, e tc .: and
And many others to numerous to mention.
Culiegeviile Carriage Work furnishing of Ice Cream and Cnofectionery to we firmly believe that a year from now
J. H . L A N D E S .
You will be sure of being suited, as I have Churches, Sunday Schools, Pic-nics and Private
For Boys we hare only 176 Saits left, which will be closed out
Jum pSeat carriages, three or four kinds of Piano Parties at lowest rates. 1 have the control of a you will have more dollars in your
ufcost; the prices range from
Box carriages, also the Brewster, Dexter and large Dairy, and all the latest improved machi
Eleptie carriage. Come and examine my work nery in the manufacture of Ice Cream.; therefore pocket.
Trappe Pa., will repair watches and ..docks at
Short notice, either at home or at your residence.
All kinds of tools manufactured and repaired,
Good workmanship. Low prices.

Will IiriaseJ & liprovei Facilities
GRilEJLOUB, FEED & COAL,

THOSE

Ilf Y O U BU Y Y O U R SPICKS,

BEEF, VEAL, MUTTON

_ A .T

SOWING MACHINE

B T J C K " W A L T E R 7S

J . H |S R A lT l^ |i

--Cigar Manufacturer,-

FLORIST,

Pure Goods, Save Money, and always have Competent

MILTON B. HABLEY, A p t.

I also sell Leads and Oils Cheaper th an ever.

A

G R E A T

C L E A R IK G

B A K E R Y

P IT T A

H. R

!

, ■Pm p’r.

F O R T H E N E X T 30 D A Y S , IC E C R E A M !
:

EXCELSIOE,

&,

M IT C H E L L

Ici Cream & Coafectioaery Booms

J. M. Albertson & Sons,

M E N, B O Y S A N D C H I L D I t E X ,

No. 18 East Main Street,

B E O .,

Norristown, .Pemra. IGEAIN, FLOOR & FEED BEFOT,

IS

A . C. F R E E D ,

Lehigh

S ip r

GOAL.

Carràie

JOB PRINTING

and learn prices.

W. H. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa

J. M. Albertson

& Sons,

IU N K I0 U 8
N O R R I S T -0 W N, P A.
Interest Paid on Deposit;, as per agreement. Ne
gotiable paper purchased. Money loaned on
bonds, Mortgages, Stocks. Drafts for Sale on
England, Ireland, Germany and other places
Passage tickets by the American line of ocea
steamers. Hail road and other Sleeks bought and
sold on commission. Gold, Gold Coupons, Sil
ver and Government Bonds bought, and sold
Safe deposit boxes in burglar-proof vault to rent

my prices are very low. Will pay fair rent to
Sunday Schools for exclusive right of woods on
day of celebration.

RESPECTFULLY YOURS,

A< C. F R E E R t
Jy8-4m.

Royersford Montgomery County, Pa.

BE NOT DECEIVED
By Plasters claim ing to be an im
provement on ALLCOCK'fe POROUS

O ur F a c t o r i e s and P r in c i p a l OfHces are at
E r i e , P a . Send fo r o u r N e w C a t a lo g u e and
terms to agents
Address
M fl f i l l E ! i 913 Spring Carden St.

only genuine Porous plaster.

M

a Hi LU vIILL philadelphia . pa .

PLASTERS.
A L L C 0 C K ’ S Is the original and
other so called Porou^ Plasters are
imitations. Beware

S *0 L I) I E B S
Now suffering- from wounds or disease of any
kind caused by military service are entitled to
PENSION. Widows, minor children, dependent,
mothers or father*: of soldiers who died from the.
effects of their service are also entitled. Many
invalid pensioners are entitled to an Increase.
Careful assistance given in Delayed or Rejected
Claims, as many can be allowed with but little
more evidence. .Complete instructions with ref
erences sent, on application. Chas. <fc Geo. A.
Ktn«7 Attorneys-at-law, 016 F, St,, Washington,

D.C,

-

Alt

or

them

See

that you ret an
A L L C O C K *S P L A S T E R
which we guarantee has effected
more and quicker cures than any
other external Remedy,

S old b y all D ruggists.

Y O iJ M

$ 2 .9 0 ,
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Oysters & Clams, in Season. * p indent, the Boston Cultivator gives

C U T T H JS O U T !
AMAKES S 1 5 is S 4 0 week.
W e h a v e s t o r e s i n l 5 le ad in g C ities,

from which our agents obtain their supplies quickly.

T ub L aw of the F arm B etween
N eighbors.— In answer to a corres-

the following views upon the subject,
which
believe are equally applicable E X E C U T E D
to this State: “Two persoi s owned
land separated by a line fence, which is
-IN THEcommon property between the two
parties. One has an apple tree on the
side of the fence, whose limbs over
BEST M A N N E R
hang the fence on the side of the other.
Apples fall on either side. The ques
tion often asked is, do the apples that
fall on one’s land lielong to one or the
other, or to both? This subject has
been several times discussed, with some
contradictory decisions and judgements
3CRIBE FOR TOE
but the rules are pretty well establishen. If the stem or trunk of the tree
grows so close to the line that parts of
its actual body extend into each,neither
owner can cut it down without the con
sent of the other, and the fruit is to be
equitably divided. If the stem of the
tree stands wholly within the boundary

AT THIS

CFICE.-

“PROVIDENCE
INDEPENDENT”

line of one owner, he owns the whole
One of the best Lccal, Family and General
tree with its products, although the newspapers
publitshedT
Now is the time to
roots and branches extend into the subscribe.

& Schuylkill

3 .0 0 ,

3 .1 5 ,. 3 .6 5 ,

4 .3 7 ,

4 .7 5 ,

5 .1 5 ,

A N D O IL

6 .0 0 .

For Children we have a balance of 73 suits left, which we will sell at $1.25,
1.75,• 2.15, 2.35, 2.75, 3.10, 3.G0, 4.15 and 4.50.
Bemember this great clearing o7t sale tcillonly continue fordhe next 30 days,
----- Y Y T -----

M I T C H E L L & B R O .,

Look to your interest.
money visit ray

I f you want to 6ave

Furniture Ware-Hooms,

Road leading from Skippackville to Coilege
T he W ell-known C lothiers and M erchant T ailors, 18 E. M ain St. , N orristown. On
ville, 1)4 miles from the former place, and be
convinced that you can save money. I sell

! All Kinds of New and Second«
Hand Furniture

TV»

HCOl) QUALITY,

AT THE

FAIR PRICES

Very Lowest Figures,

SQUARE DEALING-

And also take old hard-wood furniture, and old
clocks in exchange for new. I manufacture all
kinds of Furniture on short notice, and repairing
of all kinds will be neatly done. Come and
see my

.BEMOOM SETTS, 6 PIECES,
A s L ow as $ 2 0 .

I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
; Tennessee marble-top stands—$7 up, high back
continuance of the same. Will visit Coilegeville, Trappe, and vicinity ; as heretofore, on
j lounges §5.00. All kinds of marble-top FurniT U E SD A Y , TilU B SD A Y and SA TUBDA Y
J ture sold very low. You are welcome to come
Mornin«- of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and M utton! Highest cash prices paid for Calves. ■and examine my goods, whether you purchase
j or not. -

\V >1. J . T H O M P S O N ,

E V A N S B U R G , LO W E R 1’R O V W E X C E , P. 0.

G eo. D. D etw iler.

